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SYN())PSIS
Interaction curves relating the axial thrust, applied
end bending moment and slenderness ratio are developed for
the ultimate carrying capacity of pin-ended, wide-flange
beam-columns. It is assumed that failure is due to exces-
sive bending in the plane of the applied moments which is
further considered to be the plane of the web,. The two
conditions of loading that are investigated are 1) equal
end moments applied such that' the resulting deformation is
one of single curvature, and 2) end moment applied only at
one extremity of tha memberQ The influence of an assumed
symmetrical residual stress patterl'l is considered in the
calculations and curves are presented for slenderness ratios
up to and including L/r = 120. For ease of future computa-
tions, ~he interaction curves are fitted into approximate
equations. Comparisons are made with various column test
results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
-l
When designing (or analyzing) a structure by the simple
plastic theory, it is assumed that the member in question will
deliver the fully plastic moment value, Mp ' noted ~n the cal-
culations. This, however, will' not necessarily be the case if
the rnenlber is subj ected to an axial thrust in addition to
bending moments(l)*o To attain the desired moment value, it
is necessary to supply a member having a greater Mp value than
the one needed for pure bending; 1060' one that will develop
the required end moment in the presence of the imposed axial
thru·st.
The problem that will be considered in this paper is the
determination of the maximum amount of end bending moment that
a member can sustain when it is also subjected to a given
axial thrust. Two loading cases will be investigated:.,
1) axial thrust plus equal end moments appl.ied at
both ends of the member such that it deforms ·in
single curvature 9 and
2) axial thrust plus moment applied only at one end
of the menlber 0
These conditions are shown diagrammatically as loading con-
ditions fYctJ and lld ff in Figa If) In both cases it is assumed
that the plane of the applied moments is that of the web of
the section and that failure is due to excessive bending
in this same planeo
~~i" Numbers in parentheses refer to the list of re-ferences at
the end of the reporto
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The stress-strain properties of the material are pre-
-2
supposed to be ideally elastic~plastic; i.eo, there is
ini tially a linear range wherein a = E 6 which is followed by
a constant stress level ° = 0y for strains greater than €y~{:'
(This type of behavior is typical of mild structural (ASTM A7)
steel if strain~hardening is neglectedo) There is, howeyer,
a.ssumed to be a symmetrical residual stress pattern present
in the member prior to the application of any external loads.
The presumed pattern (see Figo 2) is consistent with measured
residual stresses in wide-flange column type sections due to
cooling of the section during and after rolling. (2) , (3)
As shown in Re~. 2, if the material is homogeneous and
isotropic and i~ bending strains are assumed to be propor-
tional to the distance from the neutral axis, then the thrust-
moment~curvature relationship for the 8WF31 section will be
that given in Fig$ 3~ In this figure two conditions are
illustrated. The solid lines are for the cases where resi~
dual stresses are neglectedo The solutions which include
the inrluence of the residual stress pattern shown in Figo 2
are given by the dashed lines in FigQ 3~
Since the basic approach that will be used in solving the
problem considered in this paper is one of numerical integration,
and since this integration will proceed from a knowledge of the
curvature values of Figo 3, which as was stated above were
computed for the 8WF31 section, the resulting interaction curves
~~ The nomenclature is given in Section IXe
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will in the strictest sense apply only to the 8WF3l section.
It should be noted, however, that this section has one of the
more severe thrust-moment-curvature relationships o~ the
column sections rolled. Using the interaction curves for other
shapes should therefore result in a conservative or at least
equal prediction of strength for the member in question.
For ease of presentation and generalization p load and
section property parameters have been nonP'Odimensionalized
wherever possible. It was necessary, however, to consider a
fixed value of Young!s Modulus at E = 30~OOO,OOO psi. Since
specifications require a minimum yield stress o~ cry = 33,000 psi
for A7 steels, this value was also used in the calculations as
the base yield stress"c
While the nondimensional loading parameters P/py and
M/Mp implicitly take into account the influence of cry, the
slenderness ratio must be modified for a material having a
yield stress level other than 33,000 psio Using as a base
for this correction the slenderness ratio for which the stress
corresponding to the ft"EcLler load tt equals the yield'stress
value, the adjusted slenderness ratio will be according to
the following equation:
(L) Lr Adj. == (1=) 33,000 ~ 0 • (1)
where cry = yield point stress in Ibso per sq~ inch. When com-
paring test results with strength predictions, the adjusted
slenderness ratios of the test members are used.
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II. DETERMINATION OF INTERACTION CURVES
~4
As was pointed out in the preceding section, the approach
that will be used in the solution of the problem in question
will be one of numerical integration(4). This will proceed
from an assumed deflection configuration and will take into
account the non~linearity between moment and curvature as
strains exceed the initial yield strain.
Since deflections must be assumed, it is desirable to
know the equation o~ the column centerline at initiation of
yielding for each of the conditions of loading~ These can be
determined from a consideration of the equations on page 12
of Hefo 50 In terms of the parameters used in this report,
the equations are as follows:
a) Moments applied at both ends of the member
(condition "eff)
s r
M1/1Jl]'[ Sin kx kx _ (Cot kL)(Sin kx)_ll •• (2)Y ~ A~ Py Sin kLo + Cos ~
b) Moment applied only at one end of the menilier
(condition Ud n )
In -these equations
S = section modulus}
A = cross=sectional area,
x = distance along member as shown in Fig. 1
y = lateral deflection of the column centerline in the
plane of bending, and
k =lP/E1 '
For the assumed values of E = 30,000,000 psi and
0y = 33,000 psi
kIt ::: 00 °°3317 (~)1~y I
and e G Q" • 0 •
· (4)
From Equ.ations (2) and (3 ) it can be seen that for the
conditions of constant axial 'thrust and elastic behavior
there is a linear rela'tionship betw'een the applied end moment,
Mo ,$ and 'the resul ting deformation~ The maxiJmum value of Mo
for which this situation holds is referred to as the initial
yield value ro~d the solution to this problem has been pre-
sented in Refo 6 and elsewhere 0 For greater values of applied
end moment yielding will occur at the most highly strained
sections along the member 0 In these regions the me~be~ becomes
relatively wealcer to f-urther increases in loadingQ This c·an.
be seen from the moment-curvature diagrams of Fige (3)~ The
load~deformation relationship of the member as a whole will
also indicate this decrease in stiffness but in the early
stages at a less pronounced rate~ This follows from the fact
that the total deform,ation is t,he integrated eff+ect of all
of the curvature values along the length of the membero
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To be able to determine the maximum carrying capacity of
a given member, it is essential tl'la't the load-deformation
relationship of that particular menilier be defined o But since,
as was noted earlier, a -numerical integration procedure is to
be used, it is first of all necessary to assume deflection
values along the member and successively correst these assump~
tiona based on the corresponding integrated curvature values~
The process must be repeated until the desired accuracy of the
deflected shape is obtained o For anyone mernber an,d axial
thru~t ratio, then, the definition of the load-deformation
relationship above the elastic limit, and thereby the defi-
ni tion of the critical loading.? rnay require the considera'bion
or rour or rive end moment values which in turn may require
three or four numerical integrations eacho
In addition, for a given slenderness ratio, it is neces-
sary to determine the critical value of the end moment for
various values of the axial thr"Lls"G(t This would make it possible
to define the relationship between axial thrust and end moment
for this one particular slenderness value; i~e0' to define the
interaction curve for this given slenderness ratio. In
general o. 2 p/py intervals were used in the computations on
which the interaction curv'es of this report are based 0 F10r
a better definition of the relationship at higher values of
thrust, however, a closer spacing of values of p/py was used.
Slenderness ratios ranging from 0 to 120 were considered in
intervals of 20~
-7
In outline form~ then, the steps that were used in deter-
mining each of the in.terac'tion curves presented in this report
are as .follows:
GIVEN: loading condition, slenderness ratio and constant
axial thrust value for the 8WF31 Section used as
a standard.
1. Assume an end moment, Mo ' greater than the initial
yield value;
20 Assume a possible derlection configuration; (as a
first approximation, ~Ghe elastic limit deflections
de~ined by Equations ( 2) and (3) could be used.)
30 Knowing the mOTI1ent values at eight equally spaced
stations along the length of the member (~=Mox+Py) ,
numerically integrate curvature values obtained from
Figo 3 (an enlarged version of this figure was
used) 0 (See Fig~ 5).;
Lto Correct the assumed deflections based on the values
obtained from this numerical integration and repeat
step (3);
50 Repeat step (4) until the desired accuracy is
obtained (±O~OOl inch was used in this report);
6~ Determine the end rotation for the final deflection
values of step (5)*
* If it is assumed that the deflection curve o~ the member within
the three end segments can be represented by a parabola, then
the end slope can be expressed in terms of the known de£lection as
wllere
_ 4~I-lL
go -- 2"
b1:= deflection at first stat'ion away from the applied
raornent end of t11e member'-.9g2= deflection at the second station away from the
applied moment end of the member.1 and~= grid spacing (assumed to be Lie for the cases
~'" ~., ~ -- - -, \
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70 Assume greater values of the end moment, Mo ' and
repeat the same process as outlined above;-;i->
80 Plot the various values of Mo versus Qo from step
(7) and determine the maximum value of Mo from the
resulting curve. (See Fig. 4).
This gives one particular point on one particular interaction
curve. As was pointed out above, it is necessary to determine
many such p,oints to be able to define the desired rang~ of the
interaction curves.
Dividing the (Mo/My>oritical values obtained from the
numerically determined Mo versus ~o curves by the shape~faotor,
the interaction ourves of p/py versus Mo/Mp versus L/r shown
in Figsa 6 and 7 were· obtained. Fig. 6 is for the case of
moments applied at both ends of the nlember ( condition 11 c U)
and Fig~ 7 is for the case of moment applied at one end (can-
di tion "d") If Oinly the interaction curves incorporating the
influence of residual stress have been included in this report.
However j interaction curves neglecting these stresses as well
as the corresponding initial yield interaction curves are
· shown in .Reto -70 Also'given therein is a more detailed expla-
nation of the derivation of the curves shown in Figs o 6 and
7() 'llo give an indication of the influence of residua.l stres s
on the carrying capacity of members of the type considered
herein, Figo 8 gives compar~ble interaction curves for an
* If an Mo greater than or equal to Mo(critical) is assumed,
tl'l8 n11merical in"tegration process yields divergent results 0
205A~21
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To make the curves rnore useful whe'n eccentricity ratios
(ec/r 2 ) are given instead of end moments j values of ec/r 2 are
also shown on the interaction curve figureso
IIIQ APPRqxIMATE EQUATIONS
To avoid interpolating from the diagrams of Figso 6
and 7, approximate interaction equations were developed, by
fitting the curves into cubic and quadratic equations. All
of the limitations of the original curves are therefore
present in these approximationso In general, the range of
application was chosen as 0 f L/r ~ 120 and 0 ~ p!py ~ o. 6. It
was oonsidered that these covered the major range of practical
applications()
1) 1.in-ended column sub.ject3...d to axial thru,st plus two equal
end~moments applied such that th~resulting .deformation is
t iii- (" tt 1'r)tha of slngle cur~a~u~e condltion c :
Assuming an equation of the form
eo. • • 0 ( 5)
where K and J are assumed to be functions only of the slender~
ness ratio, the coe~ficients of the axial load terms of the
equation were found to be
and
(L/r ) 2 (L/r )'3
29:000 + 1,160,000
/
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The agreement between these expressions and the comparable
relationship from'Figc 6 is as shown in Figo 9- The direct
correlation between the approximate equations and the inter-
action curves of Figo 6 is given in FigQ lO~
2) Pin=ended column subjected to axial thrust plus an end-
.moment aPElied only at one end of the member (condi tion Ud ft ):
Assuming an equation of the form
Mo p
- =: B <= G (-) ~ 0 Q 0 0 ¢I Cl CI 1!' It •• t • It • (7)Mp Py
where (as in case 1) B and G are assumed to be functions only
of the slenderness ratio, the coefficients are .found to be
L/ L/ L/G = + 1.110+ ( i r) = ( r)2 + ( r)~
190 9,000 720,000
o <> • (8)
B ==
(L/ ) (L/r ,) 21¢133 + :: ' + ~----
3080 :+859°00
It should be noted that when Equation (7) predicts a value of
Mo/MP greater than 1.00 (that i8 9 for small values of p/py ) ,
Mo/Mp := 1.00 should be used a
Tl'le agreemerlt between the approximate interaction Equa<=t
tion (7) and the relationships determined numerically (Figc 7)
is shown in Fig~ 110
Table 1 is a tabulation of the interaction equation
constants B, G, J and K for L/r values from 0 to 120 varying
in increments of 50
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-Recently, attention has been focused on the application
of the 80- called nC •.R fJ Co interaction equationU to the first
("c") condition of loading(8).
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (9 )
where
pi _ maximum axial thrust that the member will
sustain when subjected to pure 'axial tl1rust;
M' - maximum end moment that the member will sustaip
when subjected to pure bending; and
Pe b
l EUler buckling load for the axially loaded membe~.
Si~nce it was assumed in the deri vation :of the interaction, c1lrv~s
, presented earlier in this report that the membe~ did not fail:'
by lateral instability, M" of Equation (9) should be taken
equal to Mp • Equation (9) then becomes
where·
K' = \(L)2 + 2
rpl
JI p L 2 . . • . • (10)
-(p)(r) S . • . . . .........
and
a-
S :::: y~1\ E
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In Fig. 9, the expressions for K'and JI (determined from
Equations 10 using for (pl/Py ) the end points of Fig. 6 or 7)
are compared with the values determined by numerical inte~
gration.
L~) Axially Loaded Col~
Approxirnating that portion of the relationship between
~axial thrust and slenderness ratio that occurs below the
Euler curve (that is, 0 ~ L/r~ 112); the following expression
may be used
P 1 (L) 1 (L)2Py = 1 - 645; - 111,000 ; . . . . . . . . . . (11)
Since this equation almost coincides with the numerically
determined values shown in Figso 6 and 7, a comparison has
not been shown.
It is gratifying to note the c~ose correspondence between
Equation (11) of this paper and Equation (20) afRef. 17 by
Bijlaard, Fisher and Winter~ since the latter expression was
determined by an entirely different procedure.
IV$ COMPARISON WITH TEST RESULT$
~ As an experimental check of the theoretical prediction~
9f this report, existing test data are compared with the inter-
actioll curves of Figs o 6 and 7" ,The tests or the following
experimental programs are used for comparison:
1. Cornell University, 1956 (Ref. 9)
2. Lehigh Univers~ty, 1940 (Refo 10)
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30 Uni~ersity of Liege, 1956 (Refso 11, 12)
L~. Ul'li.versity of Wisconsin, 1920's (Ref. 13)
5. Lehigh University, current series (Refs. 2, 6)
Graphs comparing the analytical predictions with experimental
results are shown in Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16.
For a majority of the columns that have been tested and
are listed herein, the members were sUbjected to eccentrically
applied thrustse In graphically comparing these test results
with the strength predictions of this report slenderness
values have been shown as the abscissa and (p/py ) values as
the ordinate (i.e., in the form of column curves for co~stant
eccentricity ratios). The individual curves for each of the
8ituations were obtained from }1'iigs ~ 6 and 7 using the ec/r 2
values shown across the top and along the right hand side
of the figure. It should be noted that since
, =[~~:~Jr]
'and since the values of ec/r 2 given in Figs. 6 and 7 were
obtained by using nfu of the 8WF31 shape (one or the lowest
shape factors), the theoretical curves should be somewhat
conservative for most of the sections tested.
CO~Rl\fFlL-L m\fIVERSITY (Ref. 9)
These tests carried out by Mason, Fisher and Winter
were on a cross- section wl1ich .fully prevented lateral~
torsional buckling and therefore con.fol~med to tIle as·sumptions
or this report" rrwo nZn sections were welded together in
the fb orm of a Hhat H by intermittent welds. Bending was
forced (by the use of knife-edges) about the minor axis of
the total cros's-section.
Figure (12) shows the comparison between the test results
of Mason, Fisher and Winter and the theoretical predictions of
Fig. 6. In general the correlation is quite good. The expe~i~
mental results fall slightly above the predicted curves as
would be expected since the shape factors of the sections
tested (f :::: 1.18, 1.25 and 1.17) were greater than those of
the 8WF31 sectiono Also, the 'residual stress distributions
of the sections tested were not as severe as those that were
a.ssumedo
Table (2) gives a tabulation of the data from which the
\
test points of Fig. 12 were plotted.
~IG~·UNIVERSITY (Ref. 10)
A total of 93 tests were carried out by Johnston and
Cheney in this series: 89 were made on 315-7 sections and
6 on 6WF20 sections. A summary of the test data is given
in Table (3).
ColUllms were tested by both conce"ntric and eccentric
application of tl~e axial load; however, the column t'ests under
pure axial thrust cannot be compared with the predicted inter-
action curveso The end-condition of these test specimens were
such that they fail by buckling about the weak axis.
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In g'eneral, the tests were -performed on columns which
were essentially pin-ended with respect to bending in the
strong direction and fixed-ended in the weal( direction. This
was accomplished by the use of knife-edges placed perpendicular
to the web throu~~ which the load was applied. The loading
conditions and support arrangements for the tests correspond
to the condition "e u loading of this report (Fig. 6).
As noted in Table 3, the slenderness-ratios were adjus'ted
to account for the yield stress of the" material tested. The
comparisons between predicted,strengtps and experimental
results are shown in Fig. (13).
Jol1.nston and Cheney report that the It columns loaded eccen-
trically t~ produce bending in the strong direction usually
failed by plastic lateral torsional buckling" ( a condition
speci~ical1y excluded in this paper). It is interesting to
note, however, that except for the tests which ~all close to
the case where failure would have been due to EUler buckling
in the weak direction, the correlation achieved with the
developed theory which neglects lateral-torsional behavior
is reasonably good o
UNIVERSITY OF LIEGE ,(Ref. lIt 12}
Massonnet reports the results of 95 column tests. The
t~sts were carried out on sections of DIE 10, DIE 20 and PN 22
profiles~ Of these, the DIE profiles are geometrically -similar
to the American wide-flange shape, the shape being considered
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in this report. Thererore, only the DIE profile tests will
be used for comparison. FUrthermore, only those tests which
correspond to the condition Hetr and ud" loading a.re listed.
The end conditions for Massonnet 1 s test columns were
essentially pin-ended in both directions since the end~fixtures
consisted of almost frictionless, hydraulically seated steel hemi-
spheres. For such end-conditions, the least possible restraint
is provided against lateral torsional buckling.
Table 4 sununarizes the applica'ble test data for the DIE
profile tes,ts. Figure (14) gives the comparison between the
tests on members subjected to a condition "d tr loading and
the theoretical predictions shown by the dot-das~ curves. As
berore, the slenderness ratio is adjuste~ for differences in
yield stress level. In all cases the final failure was by
lateral torsional buckling; in spite of this, most of the test'
points agree rather well with the theoretical relationsnip
that neglects this type of failure. It is expected that
further theoretical work taking this mode of failure into
account will provide a better understanding or the problem
and will result in a better corl~elation in the tftransition
range 11.
No comparison has been shown f10r the condition nett
tests of Ref~. 12 (equal aJ.1.d opposite end moments). Due to
the condition 9f loading and end restraints it would be
expected that lateral-torsional instability would occur prior
to the theoretica.l load predicted in tl1.is paper and tl1is was
found to be the caseo A solution to the problem o~ lateral-
torsional buckling ror this condition of loading which also
takes into a9co~nt the influence of residual str~~s has
just been completed. In general, t4e correlatio~ is quite
good. A report on this latter work will soon be a'vailable.
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN (Ref., 13)
The members tested in this investigation were 8H32 shapes,
similar to the currently ava.ilable 8WF31 section. The end~
conditions were essentially pin-ended against strong axis
bending and fixed in the weak direction. Of the five tests
carried-out, the two which had an adjusted slenderness val~e
I
greater than 50 failed by lateral-to~sionalbuckling at a
load slightly le~s than that predicted.
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY CRe:L. 2, 6, 16}
T,able (6) summarizes the results or the tests in this
series that are applicable. Since the majority of the members
were tested in a range where the interaction curves converge
to a point (i.e., fo~ low values of p/py ) most of these have
not been shown on graphs. For the pure axial load tests,
however, Fig. 16 shows the correlation with predicted strength.
An additional test by Huber(14} (4WF13, L/r=130) has been
included to extend the range or coverageo
20.5A.21
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
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Fo"r the condi tions, of end restraint and the loading
conditions of Figo 1, solutions 'to the problem of the deter-
mination of the maximum carrying capacity of wide flange
shapes loading in the plane of the web have been presented.
These solutions assume that the member in question will fail
by excessive bending in the plane of the applied moment.
Failur·e due to latera.l-torsional or local buckling has not
been considered o The resulting interaction curves (Figs. 6
and 7) do, however, include the influence of a typical cooling
type residual stress pattern.
Approximate interaction equations, which cover the range
most o~ten encountered in ,practice, were developed to elimi-
nate the need for interpolation (Equations 5 and 7).
Currently available test results were compared against
the strength predictions of Figs et 6 and 70 ,The tes ts carried~
out by Mason, Fisher and Winter were the only one~ that
directly fulrill the assumptions o~ this report and the corre-
lation was shown to be very good (Fig. 12). For the cases
where the members tested were pin~ended in the strong direction
and fixed in the weak, the curves give reasonably reliable -
results provided EUler buckling in the weak direction was not
imminent {Figs~ 13, 15 and 16)0 Where the members were pin-
ended in both -directions, latera1~torsionalbuckling was a
major factor in determining strength (Figo 14). The test
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results corresponding to this situation (Massonnet) seem to
indicate that for a condition ttd u. type of loading the overal:lr
behavior can still be approximated by t4e curves o.f Pi'g. (7)
but with less accuracy than in the aforementioned cases (F~g. 14).
I
Members loaded in a condition ftc" marmer, however, carry
markedly less load than predicted.
Further work is currently underway to include the influence
o~ lateral-torsional instability -into the strength calculations
and preliminary results of this study indicate that good corre~
lation can be achieved when this type of failure is considered.
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VIII. NOMEl.\JCL-ATURE
A
B,G,J,K
E
I
L
M
Mo
Mp=ZOy
My=SO"y
p
s
."Z
Area of cross-section (in2 )
Non-dimensional constants
Youngts Modulus of Elasticity (E=30,OOO,OOO psi
for A7 steel)
Moment or Inertia (in4)
Length of member (inches)
A
Bending Moment (inch-kips)
Applied moment at the end of the member
Fully plastic moment value under pure moment
Initial yield moment value under pure moment
Axial thrust (kips)
Axial thrust corr;esponding to yielding under
pure compression
Section rnodulus about the strong axis (ina)
Plastic modulus about the strong axis (ina)
b Flange width
c Distance from centroid to outer fibe~
d Depth or section
e Eccentricity (inches)
It1P/EI
r Radius or gyration about the strong axis
t Thickness of flange
w Thickness of web
x Distance along the axis of a member, as shown
on Figo 1
y Deflection (inches)
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VIII. Nomenclature (conttd)
eo
~
¢ ...., 20y
y- Ed
E
E~
Eccentricity ratio
Slenderness ratio
Non-dimensional constants
Constant defining properties of material
Deflection at specific station along the
member (inches)
End rotation (radians)
Curvature (radians/inch)
Curvature corresponding to initial yield
under pure moment
Length of equally spaced segments of total
member length
Strain (inches/inch)
Strain corresponding to initial yield point
stress
stress (lbs/inch2 )
Yi'el-d stress' -('assumed to be 33 ksi for A7 steel)
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TABLE 1
CONSTANTS FOR INTERACTION CURVE EQUATIONS
L
J Loading Condition lie Il I
L
p
Loading Condition fld ll ·;~I
L Condition n.e ff Condition "d" ~z.
r K J G B
0 0.42 0·77 1.11 1.13
S 0.49 0069 1.13 1.1)+
10 0.56 0.61 1.15 1.1415 0$ 63 0.53 1.17 1.14
20 0·70 0.46 1.18 1.14
25 0·77 01f39 1.19 1.14
30 Oc85 0·31 1.21 1.15
35 o~ 92 0.24 1.22 1.1540 0.99 0&17 1.23 1.16
45 Ie 08 0.08 1.25 1.16
.50 1~17 ~O.Ol 1.27 1.16
55 1.26 ~O*lO 1.29 1017
60 1.35 ~O~21 1.32 1.17
65 . 1~45 =o~ 32 1.36 1.18
70 1.56 ~O·44 1·41 1.18
75 1068 ~O057 lQ46 1.19
80 1081 t=O~72 1~52 1.1985 1093 c.>Oo88 1~60 '"1020
90 2~O7 t=>l. '05 1.69- 1.21
95 2.,22 =>10;24 1·79 1.21
10'0 2.38 ~1.45 1.90 1.22
105 2e55 =>1068 2~O3 1.23
110 2074 ~lo93 2.18 1.23
115 2'.94 ~2.20 2.34 1.24
120 3016 ~2.51 2·53 1.25
M MoFor calculated values or -2 > 1. 0, use - = 1.00
Mn Mp
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T,ABLE 2
TEST RESVLTS OF MASON, FISHER and WINTER (9)
-25
el) (2) , (3) , (4) ' (5) ( 6} ( 7)
Specimen-A (~J ec Pult Pult (~x) Adj.Material~io ~ (~lps) pY
1/4 x 3 ~ 49 1 49 '0.25 122 0·73 55·6
1/4 x 3.- 69 1 69 0.25 110 0.66 78-·4
1/4 x 3 .- 108 1 108 0.25 75 0·45 122·7
1/4 x 3.- 49 1 49 0.75 ' 89·3 0.53 55·6
1/4 x 3 ~ 69 1 69 0.75 77·6 0.46 78.4
1/4 x 3 - 108 1 108 0.75 57·2 0.34 122.7
1/4 x 3.-. 49 1 49 1·50 65.9 0·39 55.6
1/4 x 3 ~ 69 1 ,69 1·50 58·4 0·35 78·4
1/4 x 3 -. 108 1 108 1.50 43. 2 0.26 122·7
1/4 x 4 '- 36 2 36 0.25 171.8 0.80 41.8
1/4 x 4 - -66 2 66 0.25 143·8 0.67 76.6
1/4 x 4 ~ no. 5 2 llD.5 0.25 87·8 0.41 128.2
1/4 x 4 - 36 2 36 0.75 1 23. 2 0·58 41.8
1/4 x 4 - 66 2 66 0075 100.1 0·47 76.6
1/4 x 4 - nOo5 2 110.5 0·75 66.2 0·31 128.21/4 x 4.. }6 2 36 1.50 84·2 0·__39 41.8
1/4 x 4 - 66 2 66 1.50 71.0 0·33 76.6
1/4' x 4- 1100.5 2 110 . .5 N 1. 215 58.1 0.27 128.2
J_
1/2 x 3 .". 53 3 53 oe25 214·2 0.74 57·6
1/2 x 3 ..." 74 3 74 0025 188e6 0.65, 80.5
1/2 x 3 .,.., 117 ,3 117 0025 122·3 0·42 127·2
1/2 x 3 t=:I- 53 3 53 1~50 117~2 o~ 41 57·6
1/2 x 3 <;;=0 74 3 74 1.50 101.2 0.35 80~5
1/2 -,x 3 => 117 3 117 1050 76.1 0.26 127.2
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TABLE 3
TEST RESULTS OF JOHNSTON and CHENEY(lO)
-26
(] ) ( 2) ( i) (u) ( t)) ( 6) ( 71 (81 ' (9)
(~X) ( Go)
eo
"Test e max p! p (~J Adi.NOtt Member Ma.teria.l ..~t- (inches) (ksi) (Approx. ) Pv
C~49 3I5.7 1 1001 22.6 23·50 1.0 0.56 ~25·5
0 .... .50 315.7 1 IG01 32.6 22.85 1.0 0.54 36.8
01;..,.51 315.7 2 1.01 42.1 20·45 1.0 0.50 46.8
C--52 3IS.? 2 1.01 47.1 19.10 1.0 .0·47 52·4
C-53 315.7 2 1.01 52.1 20.00 1.0 0.49 58 .. 0,
0-54 315.7 2 1.01 62.0 18.70 1.0 0.46 68.9
a-55 315· 7 2 1.01 72.0 16.50 1.0 0·40 80.0
0-56 315.7 2 1.01 82.0 14·95 1.0 0·37 91.2
C.-57 315.7 2 1.01 101.8 11.40 1.0 0.28 113·1
0-58 315.7 2 1.01 121.6 9.50 1.0 0.23 135·1
C-59 315.,7 2 0.50 22·3 28.90 0.5 0·71 24·8
0-60 315.7 2 1.52 22·3 '19.00 1.5 0.47 24~8
0-61 315.7 2 2.02 22·3 15·62 2.0 0.-38 24·8
0-62 315.7 2 3. 03 22·3 11.86 3·0 0.29 24·8
0-63 315·7 2 5·05 22·3 8·45 5_0 0.21 24.8
C-=64 315·7 2 7·07 22·3 6.29 7·0 0.15 24·8
0-65 315·7 2 0.50 47.1 27.20 0.5 0.67 52·4
0-66 315-7 2 1052 47.1 16.38 1.5 0·40 52.4
0--67 315G 7 2 2.02 47.1 13630 2.0 0·33 52·4
0-68 3I507 2 3·03 47.1 11.10 3·0 0.27 52·4
0-69 315~ 7 2 5.05 4701 7 ~ 14-1 5·0 0.18 52·4
0=70 315.7 2 7·07 4701 5·64 7·0 0.14- 52.4
C~71 3I507 2 OG50 7200 21eo5 0.5 0.52 80. ·0
C=>72 31507 2 1~52 72.0 13093 1.5 0.34 80_0
0--73 31507 2 2.02 72.0 12~67 2.0 0·31 80.0
0<=74 31507 2 3·03 72.0 9.02 3·0 O~22 80.0
0=>75 31St> 7 2 5.05 72$0 6.53 5.0 0.16 80-.0
0-76 315.7 2 7~O7 7200 4·81 7.0 0.12 80.0
6=-5 6WF20 3 2.23 46·7 21.6 1.0 0.54 51.2
6-6 6WF20 3 4.45 46.9 14·4 2wO 0.36 51.4
a a
Y(2) ~ 40.8 ksi, Y(3) = 39.8 ksi
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TABLE 4
TEST RESULTS of MASSONNET(12)
-27
(1) (' 2) {3}- (4) ( 5) ( 6} (-7) ( 8) (9)
Tes.t Loading ec P'max p- (~x) p (~) Adj.YNo. Sect'ion Condition ? (t1ons) (tons) P'Y~
1 DIE 20 c '0.5 88.8 132 23·6 0.67 24·1
2 D'IE 20 c 1.0 66.8 132 23,7 0.51 24·2
3 DIE 20 c 3·0 35.8 13 2 23~ 7 0.27 24·2
8 DIE 20 c 0·5 84.8 134 35*6 0.63 36·3
9 TIlE 20 c 1.0 64·8 133 35·4 0.49 36.1
10 DIE 20 c 3·0 32.8 133 35·5 0.25 36.2
16 DIE 20 c 0.5 71.0 135 44-4 0.53 45·317 DIE 20 c 1.0 .59.0 134 44·2 0·44 45.1
18 DIE 20 c 3·0 32 • .5 134 44·4 0.24 45.3
; 24 DIE 20 c 0-.5 62.0 134 59.1 0·46 60·425 DIE 20 c 1.0 53.5 133 58.7 0.40 60.0
26 DIE 20 c 3·0 29.0 134 59.2 0.22 60.4
33 DIE 10 c 0.5 2-2 0 8 53.8 80.8 0·42 87.0
34 DIE 10 c 1.0 19·3 54·'5 82·4 0.35 88.6
35 DIE 10 c 3·0 11.5 55·0 82.6 0.21 89.142 DIE 10 c 005 1308 .57~·1 109.9 0.24 118.2
43 DIE 10 c ltlO 12.4- 55.6 110·3 0.22 l19.0
44 DIE ,10 c 3·0 9005 55·7 109.6 0 .. 16 118.0
4 DIE 20 d OQ5 95.0 133 23.6 0·72 24·1
5 DIE 20 d 1.0 78.8 133 23·6 0.59 "24·2
11 DIE 20 d ,0.5 93~8 134 35;6 0·70 36.3
12 DIE 20 d 1$0 74~. 8 133 35·3 0.56 36.l
13 DIE 20 d 300 4°·3 133 35·2 0·30 36.0
19 DIE 20 d 00.5 90.8 133 .47.4 0.68 48.1
20 DIE 20 d 1.0 70.0 133 47·7 0·53 48.4
21 DIE 20 d 3·0 39.0 134 47$7 0.29 48.4
27 DIE 20 d 0.5 82~O 133 59.0 0.62 60.2
28 DIE 20 d 1.0 67.0 135 59.6 0.50 60.8
29 DIE 20 d 3·0 38.1 135 59.2 0.28 60.4
36 DIE 10 d ' 00,5 25.0 56·4 81.9 0.44 88.2
37 DIE 10 d 1.0 24~4 56·,4 82.7 0.43 89.2
38 DIE 10 d 3eO 15~O5 57- 0 82.7 0.26 89.2'
45 DIE 10 d o~ 5 ' 11.8 57·7 1-09.1 0.20 117.8
47 DIE 10 d 3~O 10e8 57·7 109.1 0.19 117.8
TABLE 5
TEST RESULTS o~ WISCONSIN SERIES (13)
-28
(1) (21 ( i) (Ii} ( r:;) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8',)
Test ec (~x) cr a p (~x) Adj.No. Member ? (Ul"t) y I ':PykSl (ksi)
H-.l 8H32 1.00 11·4 20.7 37.4 0.55 12.1
H~2 8H32 1.00 29.0 19.95 - 37.4 0.53 30.9
H-3 8H32 1000 49·5 17·95 37·4 0.48 52.7
H~4 8H32 1.00 69.6 15.10 38.0 0;40 74.6
E-5 8H32 leOO 89.7 12.60 36.4 0.35 94.2
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TABLE 6
'TEST RESULTS OF 'THE CURRENT LEHIGH TEST SERIES
-29
(1) ( 2) (3l ( L~) ( 5) ( 6}- ( 7) (8)
Experimental"~~
Test Loading cry ::: J-O ksi + 'Adj'usted cry#- (~x) Adj.No. Member Condition P/Py MO/Mp Pip MaiM. ,y , p
T~8 8WF31 c 0.62 ,0.12 0.68 0.13 58
T-ll 8WF31- c 0.87 0- 0.95 0 58
T-12 8WF31 c 0.12 0:134 &U 0':-92 58
T-15 8WF31 c ~ 0 0.93 0 43
T~16 8WF31 c 0.1;2 0':-78 .Q.:..11 0:-85 43
T~18 8WF31 c 0.91 0 0.99 0 28
- -
T--19 8WR31 c 0.12 0.81 .9.:..U ' 0.88 2-8"'"
T-20 4WF13 c 0.12 0.84 0.12 0.87 60
T-26 4WF13 c 0.12 0·79 o:TI 0.81 91
T-28 4WF13 c 0.80 0 0.82 0 91
T-32 4.WF13 c 0.12, 0:-76 .Q..:.g 0:-78 1'20'
-
T-.13 8W31 - 'd 0.12 1.05 ~ 1.1'4 58
T<=>23 4WF13 d 0.12 1.05 0.12 1.08 91
------T-31 4WF13 d 0012 0.98 01.1-2 1.01 120
-- -
~~ P ararneters that were held. cons tant are Ul'lderlined.
+ 0y ~ 40 ksi determined ~rom tension coupon tests.
# Adjusted cry Ito take into account the influence of strain rate)
was obtained by pro-rating the tension coupon value in the
same ratios as those given :in Refit 150 (Note: values change ror
dif~erent sections.)
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Fig. 1 CO'NDITIONS OF LOADING
I
aRC = 003 cry
aRT =f. bt. 1aRC
tbt+w(d--2t)J
Fig4 2 ASSUMED COOLING RESIDUAL; STRE6S~PATTERN
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p == O~
--------
P =: O.6Py
8WF31
-~
.-.---
---
---------=----
Neglecting Res-idual Stress
Including Residual Stress (aRC =: O.3a~)
P =: O.2Py
p :=: o·4Py
-----
o
1.0
M
M·Y
o 2.0
3 MOMENT--TI-IRUST-.C;uRVATURE RRt-ATIONSHIP
FOR AN 8w:F31 SECTION, INCLUDING THE
INFLUENCE OF RESIDUAL STRESS(2}
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o 0.005 0.010 0.020
Fig. 4 TYPICAL, l~O-MENT VERSUS -END ROTATION CURVE
FOR CONDITION nd tt L·OADING
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L PoGi~\len: ~ = 40; P = 0.8; 8WF31 Section; L ,= 138.8"; 'A= 17.35 11
x . y
-33
cp CD 0 G) CD 6 7 CD 0
I
I I IFirst Trial ' MF* II Notation
! I I
181 158 136 113 90 68 45 23 0 I Moment'due t·o· Mo
I I I I I I I I I
0 0.026 0.049 O~O68 0.047 0.044 0.032 0.008 0 Assumed Deflect~on
I I I I ! I I I I
a 5 10 14 10
1
9 7 2. 0 Moment due to Po
\ l I \ I I I \ Total Moment
181 163 146 127 100 77 52 25 0 (a + c)
I I l I I I ! I I
0.200 0.180 0.161 0·t4O 0.111 0.085 0.058 0.028 O· Mx/My ,
I I :ConcentratedI I I I I I 1 I
0,350 0.290 0.250 0.210 0.151 0.119 0.083 0.045 0 AC/J'j Angle Changes **
I 0.350 ·0. 640 I O. 890 1.100 1 1.25~ 1.370] 1.453 1. 4981 A(/J'j Slope
0 0.350 0.990 1.880 2.980 40231 5.601 7.045" 8.552 X¢~ Deflection
I ,I I I I I I I I 'l-¢~ Corr.ec t,iona 10,069 20138 3.207 4,,276 5.345 60141 7.483 8.552 to Deflection
I I 1 I I I I I ' I Xct>';ja 0.719 1.143 1.0327 1.296 10114 0.540 0.429 0 Final .Deflection
I I 1 I I 'I T I I F1~al Deflect10n
0 O~O60 00095 00110 0.107 0.092- 0.045 0.036 0 in !nch'.es
MoAssumed: M ::;: 0.2
Y A= L/8
~Mo =:Jk e I ~I
~~ :7=.,===-I:~x===~======_1~
'" -l
Fourtq. Trial
I I Assumed
0 0.069 0.112 0.131 00149 0.112 0.081 0.043 0 Deflect~ion***'
I I I I I II --::r I I I 1 I
0 0.070 0.113 0.132 0.130 0.112 00082 0.043 0 F~nal Deflection
"'
* Multiplication Factor M
x
** From Fig. 3, corresponding to My
~W~ Line k from third trial = line a'af fourth trial
4xOo070-0.113
The corresponding endslope 9 = 2x17.35 = 0.00481
Fig" 5 TYPICAL ,NUMERICAL INTEGRATION PROCEDURE TO· OBTAIN END SLOPE
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Fige 6 MA./CIIVfCJJ.VI CARRYIl\fG CAPACITY INTERACTION CURVES
FOR CONDITION ff c tt L,O";ADII\fG (INCLUDING THE
II\fFLUmCE OF RESIDUAL STRESS)
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Figo 7 lVIAXI:MU1YI CARRYING CAPACI~Y Il\TTERACTION CURVES
FOR CONPITI01N n d lf LOADING (INCLUDING THE
II\fFL"UEN:CE OF RESID"UAL STRESS)
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Neglecting Influence o~ Residual Stress
Including Influence of Residual Stress
1.0
L
INTERACTION CURVES FOR r ::: 80 SHOWING
Il\JFLUENCE OF RESIDUAIn STRESS
J-1.0
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Eq. (6)
Eq. (10)
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FJige 9 COJiIFFIE1'JTS FO,;R LOADING COJJDITION tl c tr
INTERACTION EQUATION
• Predicted strength Using Equation (5)
Solution Qutained by Numerical
Integration (}ili~. 6)
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fi~igo 10 CQ:MPARISOlXI BE~rWEEN "EXAC iI1u AND
tJJ\PPROXIMATEH INTERACTION CURVES
(LO'ADING CON'DITTON' ~'c t~)
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Predicted Strength Using Equation '(7)
Solution Obtained by Numerical
Integration (Fig. 7>
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Figo 11 C()[VIPARISOl~ BETWEEN tt EX ACfl' ii AI~·D
ff APPHOX,! .IYlATE n IN'll J:ill.AC TI {l;N CURVES
(LO)ADING CONPllf ·IO-'N tld U )
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Fig~ 12 COMPARISON OF COLUMN TEST RESULTS
BY MASON, FISHER AND WINTER(9)
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FigG 16 CQiIVIPARISOI\f OF CURRE1\fT LEHIGH SER,IES OF
TESTS WITH PREDICTED STRENGTEfS
